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What Determines Your Markup?

 JATS, BITS, STS

 Dita, HTML, txt

 Custom DTDs and Schemas

Semantic meaning + formatting needs + vendor requirements



But Sometimes It’s

Semantic meaning 

versus

formatting needs 

versus

vendor requirements



In an ideal world….

 “Pure” XML: everything tagged semantically, the minimum amount of 

tagging needed to do everything, and it all renders beautifully and is 

accessible to everyone and every platform ingests it with no problems.



In the real world…

 Where did my tables go?

 Who are these contributors?

 Why do the affiliations look like that?

 Why isn’t my funding information showing up in this database?

 What even is this thing?





What’s This?*

*This is not Jeff Beck’s “Beware! The Spork” paper from JATS-Con 2012



Moving Your XML

 If you’ve ever moved, you’ve probably packed a few boxes

 Unless you’re much better at moving than I am, you’ve probably started 

unpacking your boxes at your new places and been unable to find 

something you urgently need, like flatware

 Is this why everyone orders pizza on moving day?



Help, I Can’t Find My…Anything



A Little Better



I Wish I’d Had These Last Time I Moved



Ideal Tagging versus Functional Tagging

 Sometimes we can’t tag everything exactly the way we want to, because 

of conflicts between semantic meaning, formatting needs, and vendor 

requirements (or because someone is just being really stubborn)

 Sometimes there are multiple equally good ways to tag the same 

information

 Sometimes there’s no good way to tag something (yet)



What’s This?



It’s a Dinglehopper!



<toiletries>Dinglehopper</toiletries>



Functional Tagging

 Sometimes you have to work with people and systems that are using 

information in ways you didn’t expect

 Markup Guild exists to resolve questions about tagging at Atypon, 

prevent tagging things incorrectly, and be a line of communication 

between Atypon/Inera and various external DTD committees



Tagging versus Rendering

 Markup Guild works with the Literatum team to ensure correctly-tagged 

XML gets rendered correctly

 Markup Guild consults internally to ensure there’s a consensus about 

what constitutes “correct” tagging



Thank you!

jdames@inera.com


